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This Tutorial 
Tutorial Objective 
This tutorial includes several sections that address the Advanced Style capabilities provided in 
GeoMedia Desktop. One section presents new style capabilities introduced in GeoMedia Desktop 
2015, and illustrates the workflow for accessing pre-defined styles delivered with GeoMedia. 
Another section is devoted to the use of Attribute Based Symbology. Finally, there is a section 
that addresses data quality and provides hints and tips for pre-process GIS data to get the 
optimal cartographic representation.   

 
Tutorial Data Set 
The tutorial dataset is primarily for King, County Washington. The data was accessed on public 
government websites from U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and Natural 
Resources Conservation Service, Department of Agriculture (USDA). 

 
Tutorial Text Conventions 
There are several conventions used throughout the tutorial: 

 Ribbon bar items are shown as: On the Aaa tab, in the Bbb group, click Ccc. 

 Dialog box names, field names, and button names are depicted using Bolded Text. 

 Information to be entered, either by selecting from a list or by typing, is depicted using 
Italicized Text. 

 
Tutorial Prerequisites 
None. The datasets used in this tutorial access native data formats via GeoMedia Data Servers. 
This tutorial can be run on all tiers.  
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Symbols, Patterns, and 
Line Styles 

Section Objective 
This section is intended to present new style capabilities introduced in GeoMedia Desktop 2015, 
and to illustrate the workflow for accessing the pre-fined styles delivered with GeoMedia.  

 
Tools Used 
 

Style Properties 
The Style Properties dialog box allows you to adjust an existing style definition.  This can be 
something as simple as adjusting style properties (for example, changing color) or something as 
powerful as changing the basic style type (for example, changing from a symbol to a picture) or 
altering the style composition (expanding a simple style structure to a collection style structure, 
for example). 

 

Library Connections 
The Library Connections command allows you to manage the library connections within a 
GeoWorkspace.  The dialog contains a grid of information about each connection. 

 

Library Organizer 
The Library Organizer command provides the functionality to push (pull) GeoWorkspace objects 
to (from) a repository called a library that is attached to the active GeoWorkspace. 

 

Styles 
The Styles dialog is the main tool for the management of named style definitions stored within a 
GeoWorkspace.  This dialog allows you to create, preview, delete, and rename styles, as well as 
to alter style properties.  You can also organize styles into folders and browse styles, including 
sorting and filtering by various style characteristics. 
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 Gradient Fill Style 
Objective: 
This Exercise demonstrates the new Gradient Fill Style introduced in GeoMedia Desktop 2015. 

Task 1: Defining a Gradient Fill Style 

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia <product tier> dialog, select More Files… 
Browse to C:\GMTutorial\GeoWorkspaces. Open KingCounty.gws. 

 
Depending on the current Geomedia Desktop Configuration, the title 
of the opening dialog will be either GeoMedia Essentials, GeoMedia 
Advantage, or Geomedia Professional. 

2. Collapse the King County Map Window by clicking the Minimize button. 

3. Select Add/Show Windows and add a New Map Window. In the Select legend to 
display list, select <Empty>. 

4. Select Arrange Windows and click Tile Horizontally. 

5. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Legend Entries. Expand the USGS 
Feature Data tree-view, and check GU_CountyOrEquivalent.  Click OK. 

 
If the name of the Named Style matches the feature class name or the 
query name, the Named Style will be used when the feature is loaded 
into the map window. This is by design in this session. 

6. Select the GU_CountyOrEquivalent legend entry, and from the right-mouse context 
menu select Style Properties. 

7. Ensure that Fill Styles and Simple Fill Style are checked.  

8. Highlight Simple Fill Style, and from the right-mouse context menu select Rename 
and rename it to Gradient Fill Style.  

9. For Style type, select Gradient Fill Style from the pull-down list. 

 
Available Gradient types include Horizontal, Vertical, Backward 
Diagonal, Forward Diagonal, At Angle, Rectangular, BestFit 
Rectangle, and Circular. 
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10. Click on the Color buttons, and set the Start color to #135, and the End color to 
#80.  

 
11. For the Gradient type, select Horizontal from the pull-down list.  

12. With the Gradient type highlighted, use the down-arrow on your keyboard, cycle 
through the available Gradient types.  

13. After reviewing the different types that are available, select Circular and click OK.  

 
14. If you are skipping Exercise #2 – the next Exercise, exit GeoMedia.  
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 New Area Style Collection 
Objective: 
This Exercise demonstrates the enhancements made to the Area Style Collection introduced in 
GeoMedia Desktop 2015. 

Task 1: Defining Point Styles for Area Features 

The start of this Exercise assumes the completion of the previous Exercise. If your Map Window 
does not resemble the Map Window illustrated in Step #13 above, repeat Steps 1 thru 5 in 
Exercise 1 – Defining a Gradient Fill Style. 

1. Select the GU_CountyOrEquivalent legend entry, and from the right-mouse context 
menu select Style Properties.  

 
2. On the Style Properties toolbar, select Replace Style (circled in red above), and 

select the style GU_CountyOrEquivalent.  

 
The existing Area Style has been updated to include the new Point 
Styles Collection. Make Sure the Point style option is checked on the 
Select Style dialog when selecting the style replacement. If this step is 
overlooked, the Point style property will not appear on the Style 
Properties dialog. If this occurs, you can always double-click on the 
legend entry to invoke the Legend Entry Properties dialog where the 
Point style option is exposed and can be checked. 
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3. Ensure that Boundary Styles and Point Styles, along with their components, are 

checked. 

4. Highlight Symbol Style. For the Style type, select Font Style. For the Font, scroll 
down the list and select GeoMedia Map Publisher Symbols. Set the Size to 20 pt. 
Click the Character button and select one of the available symbols.  

5. Select the Advanced tab.  

 
6. In the Attribute Based column, click on the Geometry field. Click the down-arrow, and 

click Expression…  
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To render a point symbol for an area feature, a relevant point 
geometry must be defined for each area feature. Attribute Based 
Symbology provides the ability to calculate a point geometry using the 
CENTEPOINT function.  

7. If there is a Geometry Expression currently defined, delete the current Expression so 
the Expression field is empty.  

8. For Categories, select Geometry. For Function, double-click on CENTERPOINT, 
and for Attributes, double-click on Input.Shape. Click OK on the Expression dialog.   

 

 
 

 
The CENTERPOINT and CENTROID expression functions are two 
different ways to compute a central point for an area geometry.  
CENTROID computes the true center-of-gravity for an area, yielding a 
point which may or may not actually fall within the area.  
CENTERPOINT ensures that the computed point falls within the area. 

 

9. Click OK on the Styles Properties dialog.  
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10. Exit GeoMedia. 
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 Styles Delivered with GeoMedia 
Objective: 
This Exercise demonstrates how to access all of the pre-defined styles delivered with GeoMedia.  

Task 1: Accessing GeoMedia Pre-defined Styles 

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia <product tier> dialog, select the 
GeoWorkspace template radio button, and click OK.   

 
Depending on the current Geomedia Desktop Configuration, the title 
of the opening dialog will be either GeoMedia Essentials, GeoMedia 
Advantage, or Geomedia Professional. 

2. Select StylesImperialUnits.gwt or StylesMetricUnits.gwt, and click New. 

3. On the Manage Data tab, select Library > Library Connections. 

 
4. Highlight the GeoMedia Style Library connection, and select Open Connection or 

Open Read-Only. Click Close to dismiss the dialog.  

 
If you are running on an Operating System that does use Program 
Files (x86), you will need select Properties in this dialog and browse 
for the location of StyleLibrary.mdb.  
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5. On the Manage Data tab, select Library Organizer. Expand the Styles tree-view in 
the Library contents list-box to review the available styles. 

 
6. In the Library contents list-box, check Styles and click the right arrow to copy the 

styles into the active GeoWorkspace. When the copy operation has completed, click 
Close to dismiss the dialog.  
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7. On the Home tab, select Styles.  

 
8. Take a few minutes to review the available styles.  

9. After your review, click Close to dismiss the dialog. 

10. Exit GeoMedia.  
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Attribute Based Symbology 

Section Objective 
GeoMedia Desktop provides assorted tools for displaying and managing the styles used in the 
GeoWorkspace. A very powerful capability available is Attribute Based Symbology (ABS). The 
‘intelligent’ assignment of styles to map graphics can extend style options well beyond the basic 
capabilities. This section is intended to illustrate some common uses of Attribute Based 
Symbology.  

 
Tools Used 
 

Style Properties 
The Style Properties dialog box allows you to adjust an existing style definition.  This can be 
something as simple as adjusting style properties (for example, changing color) or something as 
powerful as changing the basic style type (for example, changing from a symbol to a picture) or 
altering the style composition (expanding a simple style structure to a collection style structure, 
for example). 

 

Advanced Tab (Styles Properties)  
This tab appears on the Style Properties dialog box when certain styles are selected.  It gives you 
a comprehensive tabular view of all aspects of the style definition, as well as providing 
specifications of attribute-based display override rules for each.  The grid contains one row for 
each style property, with three columns of information describing each property.  If animation is 
turned on, a fourth column is presented for animation.  The grid also provides for the definition of 
a default or fallback value in case the attribute-based assignment fails. 
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 Using Attribute Based 
Symbology (ABS) 

Objective: 
Displaying features (on/off) is standard functionality in any GIS application. Attribute Based 
Symbology offers additional possibilities provided the data has the intelligence to support it. This 
task will illustrate the benefits of Attribute Based Symbology (ABS) in your map display. 

Task 1: Using Attribute Based Symbology (ABS) 

Attribute Based Symbology provides the ability to define different styles to display for a single 
feature in the Map Window based on a specific attribute definition. This can be accomplished 
using the Displayable Property in your style definition.  

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia Professional dialog, select More Files… 
Browse to C:\GMTutorial\GeoWorkspaces. Open KingCounty.gws. 

2. Collapse the King County Map Window by clicking the Minimize button. 

3. Select Add/Show Windows and add a New Map Window. In the Select legend to 
display list, select <Empty>. 

4. Select Arrange Windows and click Tile Horizontally. 

5. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Legend Entries. Expand the Queries tree-
view, and check Stream - River. Click OK. 

 
If the name of the Named Style matches the feature class name or the 
query name, the Named Style will be used when the feature is loaded 
into the map window. This is by design in this session. 

6. On the Home tab, select Display Location. Ensure the control is docked on the 
bottom of the Map Window.  

7. Select Display Location Options on the dockable control. Browse for and load the 
following locations file: 

C:\GMTutorial\GeoWorkspaces\KingCounty_locations.xml 

8. On the Display Location dockable control, select South Fork Skykomish River. 

 
Notice there is a single legend entry but there are multiple styles being 
portayed for the drainage feature. 

9. Select the Stream – River legend entry, and from the right-mouse context menu 
select Style Properties. 
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10. Highlight Perennial Stream, and select the Advanced tab. 

 

 
This feature class contains the ‘Hydrographic persistence flag’ 
attribute which identifies whether the drainage is intermittent or 
perennial. This can be used as an ABS function as part of the style 
property. It is not perceived that these two drainage types would need 
to be displayed separately, so ABS is a suitable candidate in this 
scenario, i.e., unique queries are not necessary. 

11. In the Attribute Based column, click on the Displayable field that states 
‘Input.PERSIST='P'. Click the down-arrow, and click Expression… 

12. In the Attributes column, scroll through the available list. 
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This illustrates one of the more common uses of ABS with the 
Displayable Property, i.e., simply evaluating a condition to display a 
particular style in the collection. 

 

 
ABS definitions must oiginate from legend entries that are associated 
with a warehouse connection. Styles defined in the legend can be 
saved to the Styles folder and the ABS definition will be preserved. 
You will notice that following a similar workflow starting with the Styles 
command will not list any attributes on the Expression dialog. This is 
because there is not a warehouse connection associated with the 
style. 

13. Click Cancel to dismiss the Expression dialog. 

14. Highlight Intermittent Stream, and select the Advanced tab. 

 
As noted, each style in the collection has a unique attribute definition 
and will display a unique style. 

15. Click Cancel to dismiss the Style Properties dialog.  

16. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Legend Entries. Expand the USGS 
Feature Data tree-view, and select Elev_Contour. Click OK. 

17. Highlight all legend entries, and from the right-mouse context menu select Style 
Scaling > Paper. 

18. On the Display Location dockable control, select Burlington Northern Santa Fe 
Railway. 

19. Select the Elev_Contour legend entry, and from the right-mouse context menu 
select Style Properties. 
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20. Highlight Index, and select the Advanced tab. 

 
21. Highlight Index - Depression, and select the Advanced tab  

 
In this scenario, style components are appended to the display based 
on the feature attributes. The Index and Intermediate style 
components represent the ‘Line’ definition of the style, whereas their 
respective Depression style components represent the ‘Pattern’ 
definition of the style. When a contour is defined as a depression 
contour, its respective ‘depression ticks’ are added to the display. 

 

 
To visualize this on the Style Properties dialog, ensure that all style 
collections are un-checked except Index – Depression. In the Style 
Preview Window, set Magnify to 400%, and set the Sample Line 
Shape to Horizontal. 

22. Highlight Index - Depression, and select the Pattern Line Style tab. Click the Point 
style button. On the Select Styles dialog, click Properties. On the Style Properties 
dialog, select the Advanced tab.  

 
It is not necessary to define the ABS definition on the Point style 
property when it has been defined in the Pattern Line Style. 
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23. Click Cancel on the Style Properties dialog (for the Font Style). Click Cancel on the 
Select Style dialog. Click Cancel on the Style Properties dialog (for the Pattern Line 
Style).  

 
Due to the volume of data associated with this particular feature, 
separating the feature class into queries, combined with ABS is 
recommended to improve performance. 

24. Delete all legend entries in MapWindow1. 
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 Using the DISPLAYSCALE 
Property in ABS 

Objective: 
Review display options available when rendering styles at multiple scales for a single feature. 

Task 1: Reviewing the DISPLAYSCALE Property in ABS 

1. Invoke GeoMedia. On the GeoMedia Professional dialog, select More Files… 
Browse to C:\GeoWorkspaces. Open USSampleData.gws. 

2. Minimize all open windows (Map Window, Data Window, Layout Window).  

3. On the Home tab, select Add/Show Windows and add a New Map Window. In the 
Select legend to display list, select Scalable Map (1:20,000,000). 

4. Select Arrange Windows and click Tile Horizontally.  

5. Select Legends > Position Legend Left. Hover over the Map Window Legend pane, 
from the right-mouse context menu, select Fit Legend.  

6. On the Home tab, select Fit. 

7. Select the Interstates legend entry, and from the right-mouse context menu select 
Style Properties. 

8. Highlight Foreground Style, and select the Advanced tab. 
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This feature class is portrayed across multiple display scales. The 
small scale representation displays the Interstate using as a single line 
road, while medium and large scale representations display the 
Interstate as a dual cased road. Changes in the style definition can be 
applied based on the active display scale using the DISPLAYSCALE 
Property. In this scenario, the style changes at 1:2,500,000 scale. 

 

9. In the Attribute Based column, click on the Displayable field that states 
‘DISPLAYSCALE()<2500000. Click the down-arrow, and click Expression… 

10. On the Expression dialog, select View in the Categories list and select 
DISPLAYSCALE in the Functions list.  

 

 
This illustrates another common uses of ABS with the Displayable 
Property, i.e., altering the style of a feature based on the active display 
scale.  

11. Click Cancel to dismiss the Expression dialog.  

12. Highlight Background Style, and select the Advanced tab. 

 
The Foreground Style and Background Style entries are portrayed 
when the display scale is less than 1:2,500,000 – depicting a dual-
cased road. 
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13. Highlight Simple Line Style, and select the Advanced tab.  

 
The Simple Line Style entry is portrayed when the display scale is 
greater than or equal to 1:2,500,000 – depicting a single line road. 

14. Click Cancel to dismiss the Expression dialog.  

15. Click Cancel to dismiss the Style Properties dialog.  

16. Exit GeoMedia. Do not save changes when you exit. 
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Data Quality and Style 
Definitions  

Section Objective 
Data collected and stored in GIS systems is often not suited for cartographic representation and 
may require some pre-processing. This generally is due to duplication of boundary displays with 
adjacent polygons, or the inability to adequately pattern linear features due to segmented data, 
etc. The objective of this section is to review some of GeoMedia's Analysis commands and ABS 
capabilities to see how they can be used to improve the cartographic representation of your map. 

 
Tools Used 
 

Analytical Merge  
The Analytical Merge command can be used to eliminate the unnecessary display of interior 
boundaries of adjacent polygons (Bay – Estuary – Gulf – Sound), or can be used to address 
issues associated with segmented linear data (Railroad Feature). 

 

Generate Base Geometry  
The Generate Base Geometry command can be used to eliminate the duplication and overprint 
for dashed area boundaries on adjacent polygons (GU_IncorporatedPlace). 

 

Union  
The Union command can be used to resolve display priority issues that often occur when 
symbolizing road features that use combined road casing and road fill symbology. 

 

Attribute Based Symbology  
Attribute Based Symbology (ABS) can be used to mask out features that appear in non-subject 
areas, such as adjacent counties. 
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 Processing the Data for 
Cartographic Presentation 

Objective: 
This Exercise demonstrates how the use of assorted Analysis commands and ABS can be used 
to improve the cartographic presentation of the base map.  

Task 1: Analytical Merge (Bay – Estuary – Gulf – Sound) - area 

This task demonstrates the use of the Analytical Merge command to eliminate the unnecessary 
display of interior boundaries of adjacent polygons 

1. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Legend Entries. Expand the Queries tree-
view, and check Bay - Estuary - Gulf - Sound. Click OK. 

 
This query contains adjacent features that may need to be merged 
together for some cartographic products. This can easily be 
accomplished with the Analytical Merge command. 

2. On the Analysis tab, select Analytical Merge. On the Analytical Merge dialog, for 
Merge features in, select Bay - Estuary - Gulf – Sound in the Queries tree-view. For 
Merge criteria, select Touching. Click the Style button and identify the Named Style 
for Bay - Estuary - Gulf – Sound. Click OK. 

 

 
If the default Query name already exists, the name will be appended 
with a numeric value, e.g. Merge of Bay – Estuary – Gulf – Sound1. 
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The internal polygon boundaries are no longer displayed. In this 
sceanrio, both of these legend entries will be used. The ‘merged’ 
version will provide the proper cartographic representation of the 
adjacent ‘Open Water’ features, and the original version will be 
used to determine the appropriate labels for each body of water.  

3. Delete all legend entries.  

 

Task 2: Generate Base Geometry (GU_IncorporatedPlace) – area 

This task demonstrates the use of the Generate Base Geometry command to eliminate the 
duplication and overprint for dashed area boundaries on adjacent polygons. 

1. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Legend Entries. Expand the USGS 
Feature Data tree-view, and select GU_IncorporatedPlace. Click OK. 

2. Highlight all legend entries, and from the right-mouse context menu select Style 
Scaling > Paper.  

3. On the Display Location dockable control, select Highway Interchange (I-5).  

4. Click the Select Tool and hover over each of the polygons.  

 
There are three Incorporatede Place polygons displaying; SeaTac, 
Tukwila, and Renton.  When these dashed polygons lay on top of 
one another, the resulting effect is a solid line.  

5. On the Toolbox tab, select Base Geometry. On the Generate Base Geometry 
dialog, for Generate base geometry from, select GU_IncorporatedPlace in the 
USGS Feature Data tree-view. For Output types, select Edges. Click the Style 
button and identify the Named Style GU_IncorporatedPlace (Compound). Click OK 
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If the default Query name already exists, the name will be appended 
with a numeric value, e.g. Base Geometry of GU_IncorporatedPlace1. 

6. Highlight the new legend entry (Base Geometry of GU_IncorporatedPlace1), and 
from the right-mouse context menu select Style Scaling > Paper.  

7. Select the GU_IncorporatedPlace legend entry, and from the right-mouse context 
menu select Display Off. 

 

 
The adjacent polygons with dashed lines are now displaying 
properly. In these scenarios, the Base Geometry query can be 
substituted in the map display because there is no area fill. If there 
were area fill to consider, the Base Geometry query would need to 
be an added to the legend and the original feature would need to 
have the Boundary Style component turned ‘off’ and the Fill Style 
component turned ‘on’ in its original feature’s style definition.   

8. Select the GU_IncorporatedPlace legend entry, and from the right-mouse context 
menu select Style Properties. On the Styles Properties dialog, uncheck the 
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Boundary Styles tree-view, and check the Fill Styles tree-view. Select Simple Fill 
Style and click the Color button. Choose a light magenta color. Click OK.  

 
9. Select the GU_IncorporatedPlace legend entry, and from the right-mouse context 

menu select Display On. 

10. Delete all legend entries.  

Task 3: Analytical Merge (Railroad Feature) – linear  

This task demonstrates the use of the Analytical Merge command to address issues associated 
with segmented linear data. 

1. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Legend Entries. Expand the Queries tree-
view, and check Railroad Feature (Main - Spur - Yard). Click OK. 

2. Highlight all legend entries, and from the right-mouse context menu select Style 
Scaling > Paper.  

3. On the Display Location dockable control, select Burlington Northern Santa Fe 
Railway.  

4. Click the Select Tool and hover over several of the linear features.  

 
These segemented instances will need to be merged together in 
order to obtain an acceptable cartographic display. This is critical for 
patterned and dashed styles. This can easily be accomplished with 
the Analytical Merge command. 
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5. On the Analysis tab, select Analytical Merge. On the Analytical Merge dialog, for 
Merge Features in, select Railroad Feature (Main - Spur - Yard) in the Queries tree-
view. For Merge criteria, select By attribute and touching. For Attributes, check 
FULLNAME. Click the Style button and identify the Named Style for Railroad Feature 
(Main - Spur - Yard). Click OK.  

   

 
If the default Query name already exists, the name will be appended with 
a numeric value, e.g. Merge of Railroad Feature (Main – Spur - Yard)1. 

6. Highlight the new legend entry Merge of Railroad Feature (Main – Spur – Yard), and 
from the right-mouse context menu select Style Scaling > Paper.  

7. Select the Railroad Feature (Main - Spur - Yard) legend entry, and from the right-
mouse context menu select Display Off.  
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The linear segmentation has been resolved enabling the 
appropriate display for a patterned line style. In addition, these rail 
alignments are also separated by name, e.g. ‘Abandoned RR’, etc.   

 

8. Highlight the new legend entry Merge of Railroad Feature (Main – Spur – Yard), and 
from the right-mouse context menu select Map Window Tooltips > Attributes > 
FULLNAME.  

9. Click the Select Tool and hover over several of the linear features.  

10. Delete all legend entries.   

 

Task 4: Union (Multiple Road Features) – linear  

This task demonstrates the use of the Union command to resolve display priority issues that often 
occur when symbolizing road features that use combined road casing and road fill symbology. 

1. On the Home tab, select Legends > Add Legend Entries. Expand the Queries tree-
view, select the following queries, and click OK: 

a) Local Neighborhood Road – Rural Road – City Street  
b) Merge of Secondary Road 
c) Primary Road 
d) Ramp 

2. Once the queries have loaded, ensure the Legend Display Order is defined as: 

a) Primary Road 
b) Merge of Secondary Road 
c) Ramp 
d) Local Neighborhood Road – Rural Road – City Street 

 
Hint: You can press the Esc key to stop the Map Window refresh. 

3. Ensure the Merge of Secondary Road legend entry has the correct style, i.e., a style 
with toad casing and road fill. Double-click the Merge of Secondary Road legend 
entry, and select the Named style Secondary Road. Click OK. 

4. On the Display Location dockable control, select Highway Interchange (I-405).  

5. On the Home tab, select the Zoom In command and click on the Secondary Road 
intersection that is east of the I-405 Interchange.  

6. Highlight all legend entries, and from the right-mouse context menu select Style 
Scaling > Paper.  
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The problem with this display is that there is an implied display 
priority based on the order of the current legend enties; which is not 
the case. Ramps are NOT always on top of Local Roads. A review 
of many of the intersections reveals that many of these features 
should have the same display priority. This can be rectified using 
the Union command with the Roadfill display.    

7. On the Analysis tab, select Union. On the Union dialog, for Union features in, select 
Local Neighborhood Road, Merge of Secondary Road, Primary Road, and Ramp from 
the Queries tree-view. For the Query name, key in Roadfill Union1. Click the Style 
button and identify the Named Style Roadfill Union. Click OK.  
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8. Highlight the new legend entry, and from the right-mouse context menu select Style 
Scaling > Paper.  

 
The display priority and the collision of road casings at the 
intersections between the different legend entries has been 
resolved using this technique. This does not resolve overpass 
issues that do require specific display priorities. In those scenarios, 
it is expected the overpasses would be captured as unique legend 
entries.  

9. Select the Roadfill Union1 legend entry, and from the right-mouse context menu select 
Style Properties.  

10. In the Primary Road tree-view, highlight Road Fill, and select the Advanced tab. 

 

 
The Roadfill Union style requires an entry for each of the legend 
entries that is referenced in the Union command. This compound 
style takes advantage of ABS to assign the appropriate Road Fill 
style for each of the road classifications.  

11. Click Cancel to dismiss the Style Properties dialog.  
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12. Delete all legend entries.  

 

  

Task 5: Using ABS for Defining Masks for Non-subject Areas 

This task demonstrates the use of Attribute Based Symbology (ABS) to mask out features that 
appear in non-subject areas, such as adjacent counties. 

1. On the Home tab, select Legends > Legends… On the Legends dialog, select 
Display By Scale, and click Replace. Click Yes on the warning message dialog, and 
then click Close to dismiss the Legends dialog.  

2. On the Display Location dockable control, select King County.  
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The Map Window display contains several features that have 
geometries that extend well beyond King County, Washington. In 
these scenarios ABS can be used to mask out the non-subject area.  

3. Highlight the GU_CountyOrEquivalent legend entry, and from the right-mouse 
context menu select Style Properties.  

4. Uncheck the Simple Line Style checkbox, and check the Simple Fill Style 
checkbox. 

5. Highlight Simple Fill Style. Select the Advanced tab, and key in 
Input.County_Name<>'King' for the Displayable Attribute Based definition. Click 
OK.  
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The display of features in the non-subject areas has been removed 
from the map window. In this example, the fill color of the non-
subject counties is the same as Map Display bacground color 
defined in Options. If you wanted to view the features in the non-
subject areas but with less intensity, you could apply 20% 
translucency to the Simple Fill Style of the mask feature. This 
technique can be confusing in some scenarios, as users perform a 
Fit All on these graphics, the mask features are not visible and will 
be considered in the ‘fit’ process.  

6. Exit GeoMedia. Do not save changes when you exit.  
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